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~Je 8ve become involved in tv~o wars 'hhich have had

Lheir origics in the furopean continent. The free peoples

of Europe hE ve fouGht t:vo WA.I'S to prev~nt the forcl ble

domi.na tion of t_ eir comrn.ll1i ty by a s i 19le gree t power. 3UC-l

d rr.=-':2~t.ion would hElve inevitc=bl] menaced the stab::,lity and

security of the world. To deny today our inter~st in their

Rhi 1i ty to defend their O\'!n hl" ri.tp ge would be to disclairll

the efforts and ~C'lcrifices of tl\'O LeDera tions of r. n1t';ricGins.

~ vlish t.o see thic:, C01'D.1Hnnity restored as one of the pilJars

f ....~orld securi.ty~/~'- 3 posi~irY). to renew its contribu ~io;.

to tl1 adv~nce '":e ~I t of mE3n':i'lc/a ~!' to the de,re loprrent of a

world order b-:: .sed on la1, pnd re"pect ~or the i k ::i.vidll.8.l.

The record of th' enJe8vors of the United Ststes

Goverlmen~ to br~ne about a restorati0n of the ho € ~f

·e TLUSt fE'.ce the f?ct, hm~ever, thBt despite our efforts,

not alJ of tte- ::-'l."CopeclD n;:;tions ., ave been lef free to ta\e

their p .8.ce in tho::. community of v'ihicb they form 8 1eturr-ll

pe.rt.
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with their national traditions and their own estimates

of their national iLterests. If there is any dou t as

to this situ8tion, a glance at the present map of the

European continent ~ill provi0e the answer.

The present line of division in Europe is roughly the

line upon whicb the Anglo--American armies con:ing from the

west met those of the 30viet Union comint from the east.

To the west of that line the nations of the continental

t,'UI'opean comr:cuni t.y have been grapplin[ '\ i th the vast and

difficult problem resulting from the war in conformity

lJ'th their own na tional traditions vii t~out pressure or

menace from the United 3tates or Great Britain.

Developments in the European countries to the east of

that line bear the unmistakable imprj1t of an alien hanc.

All the nations of ~urope, 16 in number, vvhich were in a

position to exercise free choice gave a prompt and

energetic response to the simple suggestion made at

Harvard on JUl1r=> 5 lasyand thereby an impressive

demons eT8. tion of the continuine vi tali ty of EUT'opean

civilization.

It -\oulc~ be 1i el:, the:L'eforc, to (leal briefly 1. th

;11a t t'1E:. c r"e ,., -~""" ;), +-h" I-.;c."."p. SSE'u oy ... Gse :J no. t . ons _ :.:.' .
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western GermanY/has meant to us and has meant to the

world. This community before the war accounted for nearly

one-he If of the "l7orld I s trade. They owned nearly

two-thirds of the world's shipping. Their industrial

production in terms of trle basic com,modi ties of coal,

steel and chemicals was before the war slightly grepter

than that of the United states. Their economy was highly

integrated, each part depending upon the efficient working

of the other.

I think that the figures cited will indicate the

importance, even from a purely econom~c point of viev', of

the 16 nations who have joined together to develop a

progranl for their mutual recovery. Their response to

our suggestion of June 5fuwas a remarkable coopere tive

effort in a postwar world;ln which that element has

hitherto been distressin£ly lacking.

Congress will wish to go into the objectives and the

details of the 2uropenn liecovery Program, a t some leng th,

but I feel that a brief summary' of the tentative conclusions

-Ne -lOve reached may serve the useful pu.rpose of making cleaT

.4-"8 ' istinc: tio' bE. ti een the long range recovery program
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and the stop gap program, which we refer to as interim

aid.

LONG TER~ EUROPEAN RECOVERY PROGRAM

The Committee of European Economic Cooperation,

meeting in iaris, produced a recovery program extending

over four years. After the most ca.reful checking, with

the assistance of experts drawn from many Governmental

agencies, we have concluded that the Paris Report correctly

identifies the courses of action necessary to produce

recovery and indicates an approximate order of rr.agnituce

of the cost for the full four year program. On the

basis of present indications, the estimated cost to our

Treasury of this program may be of the order of magnitude

of 16 to 20 billion dollars. ~e feel, however, that the

uncertainties of weather and crops, supply availabilities,

prices, et cetera, inlect a degree of assumption which makes

the total cost impossible to forecast with accuracy at this

time. I therefore will not recommend to the President that

the Congress appropriate for the full four year period.

I eel, howeV" "'1' , th8t v,·e can estimate with reasonable
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accuracy and assurance the sum reouired for the first

stage of the recovery pro6ram, which will cover a

15 month period from April 1, 1948 to June 30, 1949.

Our tentative estimate of the cost, subject to final

checks in the light of the Harriman Report, is something

under 1.5 billions for the last three months of the

fiscal year 1948 and somewhat less than 6 billions for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1949. The findings

contained in the Krug Report, the Nourse Report, and the

Harriman Report, together with the studies made by our

interdepartmental committees, make it clear that a proEram

in this order of rragnitude can be safely undertaken by

this country. I sh~ll therefore recommend to the

President that the United states support the European

.ccecovGry Program and tha t an amount be appropria ted for

the 15 month period endinE June 30, 1949.

It is of cardinal importance that an able and-
effective U.S. administration manage the funds v,rhich may

be n~de availa Ie by the Congress. How best to achieve

this and the other essential elements of an organiza tic'nal

2nd aclLlinistI'c. tive structure for the proEram of aid to
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European recovery is a matter v,hich the Congres s wi 11 wi sh

to examine with gre8t care. There are several important

principles which I believe should determine the nature

of this organization:

a. The operation of this program will in

many ways define and express the foreign policy of

the U.S. in the eyes of the European countries and

the world. Therefore, the operation must fully

accord with the foreign policy of the President

as exnressed through the Secretary of State.

b. The organization, if it is to afford

successful and dynamic management to the complex

recovery pro[rsm, must be grsnted the widest

practicable flexibility both in its operations

and in the use of the funds placed at its disposal.

The progran, of U.F'. support will achieve its

objective only if it is kept responsive to changing

situations and varying supply conditions.

c. Full use shourd be made of the existing

governmental agencies in carrying mIt those parts

of the program which fall within the scope of their
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present activities. The Department~ of Corr~erce,

Treasury, Agriculture, Interior, the ~ational

Nilitary Establishment and other agencies are

well equipped to perform many of the necessary

functions. The National Advisory Council and other

competent interdepartrrental agencies will have

important parts to play.

d. Strong central administrative direction is

essential in a complex and vnried program of this

kind. There must be a high degree of integration

in our operation, both in the United states and

overseas. Unity of command, rather than diffusion

of authority and responsibility is required.

The President will s1_tbmi t to the Congress his

recommendations concernL'lg the adlr.inistratiot1 of the

European rlecovery rOE ram.

Ahere will be important functions for the Un~ted
'I

.:;tates to perform in furope. Much of this work will

be negotiation with governments of a nature constituting

essentially an extension of the conduct of the entire

relationship of the U.J. with the participating countries.
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Such w~tters are now handled through our mbassies and

Legations and clearly should continue to be. There will be

certain additional functions arising directly out of the

operating program, such as screeninb of specific import

requirements, arrangements for furnishing technical

assistance and other similar specialized activities ~hich

will require the appointment of Qualified men who can

devote their full attention to such matters. These men

in their dealings with participating governments should

work through our Ambassadors because it is essential to

mai~tain a single channel of responsibility for U.S.

negotiations with other governments.

For general coordination of the oper9tions in Europe

and for central representation in the continuing European

organization lhich the participating cowltries have decided

to est8blish, consideration should be given to the

designation of a special D.S. representative for the

iuropean Becovery Proeram, with 1mbassadorial rank,

appointed by the }resident with the advice and consent of

the Senate.

s a general principle, aid should take the form of
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grants or loans, de~ending in each case upon the

capacity of the particular country to repay and the effect

which accumulation of addi tional external debt ,;/ould have

upon sustained recovery. The precise determination in

each case should be made by the administrative agency

with the advice of the Department of state and the National

Advisory Council. In practice it is felt that, where need

is clearly demonstrated and where repayment cannot

reasonably be expected, imports of supplies which are quiCkly

consumed, such as food, fertilizer, and fuel, of

indispensable items of capital equipment for immediate

replacement and repair, and of essential raw materials/

shouli be financed by means of grants. Loans should be- - -
made to cover imports of capital e uipment and raw

materials which will directly produce the means of

repayment and where such repayment can reasonably be

expected. .t the same time every encouragement should be

given to early initiation of private financing so as to

eliminate as far as possible the necessity for direct

assistance from the U.S. Governoerit. Use should also be

made of the resources of the International B?nk ~henever
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in the opinion of the Bank the necessary and appropriate

,

conditions for loans can be net.

~It is ob~ous that the basic responsibility for
,-

European recovery rests on the European cOQ~tries themselves.

However, this Government must have assurance that the aid

it provides is effectively utilized for the achievement

of European recovery as rapidly as possible.

It is contem~lated that, to this end, bilateral

agreeffients will be negotiated between the U.S. and each

of the countries participating in the recovery prograrr,

setting forth the reciprocal undertakine relating to

A~erican assistance. These agreements will vary in fonn

and content as bet~een countries, depending upon the nature

of the aid to be furnished and the conditions deemed

important in each case.

The commitments should include undertakings to adopt

monetary, fiscal and other measures to maintain stability

in price and cost structures ;/to develop production to

reach targets set by the participating countries and in

particular, to increase the production of coal and basic

foodsyland to cooperate in reducing barriers to trade and
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romoting increased interchange of goods and services.

~any other points and more detailed provisions to be covered

in the agree~ents will be presented and discussed during

the hearings.

Assistance to Europe will, to a considerable extent,

take the form of comrr.odities. The proposal to be submitted

to the Congress contemplates the use of funds provided

under the program for purchases outside the U.S. of- -
con~odities not readily available in sufficient Quantities

in this cowltry. This policy will tend to protect our

home economy against inflationary price movements which

might result from concentrated buying in our markets. It

seems clearly in our interest that the greatest possible

amount of these supplies be obtained for Europe from other

cOQ~tries. Such cOlliltries should be encouraged to

contribute directly as much as they can to the recovery

program through grants-in-aid or by extending credits for

exports to Europe.

EFFECTS ON ·"OrlLD ECONOMY

I have so far confined my remarks to the ~uropean

recovery program itself. But the economic e:fects of this
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program will extend far beyond the boundaries of the

sixteen countries involved. It is in one important sense

a world recovery program. The delay in European recovery

has created serious problems for many countries which

normally supply the European market with raw materials

and other commodities. Nhere rurope's trade with the rest

of the world would normally have been balanced by an

esuivalent exchange of goods and services, t~e low level

of European production and the limited availability of

exports has drastically reduced such payment possibilities.

Furthermore, the habitual trianeular trade patterns have

almost disappeared, whereby Furope met its deficit for

goods obtained from the 1estern Hemisphere by means of

balances obtained from other parts of the world. 6imilar

patterns of triangular trade used to provide certain other

countxies in the 'i.estern Hemisphere with balances from

lurope which were used to purchase goods in the American

market. With the breakdown of these trade patterns,

supplying countries, to a substantial degree, have had to

accept non-convertible currency or extend credit in order

to sell in the European market. Neither of these

procedures has given therr dollars 4th h" h t h
• . V.l. W lC 0 purc ase
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in the American market. The net result has been that

trade continued around the horld in large part on the

basis of American grants or credits which made dollars

available to other countries to meet their import requirements.

The diminishing supply of dollars is restricting trade

everywhere.

~he ~uropean recovery program will be quickly reflected

in other countries, if the important element of flexibility

in purchasing is provided. To the extent that supplies for

Europe are procured from non-participating countries for

dollars, the trade position of these countries with the

United States will be improved. In this way v'e feel that

the problems of the other Western Hemisphere countries can

be illet through a combination of the European recovery

program purchases and normal Export-Import Bank

transactions.

More important in a fundamental sense, with increases

in production in Europe such as those contemplated in

the Paris Report, exports from Europe will increase, and

the necessity for the verious supplying countries to

accumulate non-convertible currencies or to extent credit
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will diminish. Just as the progress of each individual

country among the sixteen will affect the progress of the

otllers, so the recovery of Europe ill inevitably be a

significant link in a chain reaction creating or maintaining

l

economic activity in other countries.

!;1The situation in China continues to cause us deep concern.

The civil war has spread and increased in intensity. The

Chinese Communists by force of arms seeJ< control of wide

areas of China.

The United states and all other world pov'ers recognize

the iational Government as the sole legal government of

China. nly the Government and people of Cluna can solve

their fundamental problems and regain -for China its rightful

role as a major stabilizing influence in the Far E?st.

Nevertheless we can be of help and, in the light of our long

and uninterrupted record of friendship and international

cooperation with China, we should extend to the Government

and its people certain economic aid and assistance. ~

definite proposal is under preparation for early submission.

~ do not have to tell you that this foreign economic

progra~ of the United Jtates see~s no special advantage and
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pursues no sinister urpose. It is a progra of construction,

production and re~very. It menaces no one. It is designed...
specifically to bring to an end in the shortest possible time

tLe dependence of these countries upon aid from the United

States. Ve wish to see them self-su,porting.

This is certainly not the program of a country seeking

to exercise domination or to influence unduly any foreign

country. The nations and political groups which have now

declared their opposition to the progra~ apparently wish to

block for their own reasons the revival of ~estern Europe.

IHTERIM AID 'R GRAM

I have gone at some length into the major features of

the long range plan for European reconstruction and the part

that the United States can prudently and wisely contribute

because I fully realize that the speedy and adequate

consideration of the interim aid program which will be the

first item of business presented to you cannot be dealt with

by the Congress without understanding its relationship to

the program of long range reconstruction of Europe.

I would, ho\ever, urge upon you the necessit~ of a speedy
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decision in regard to the interim aid prOEraIT.. Vlillt is

irr~ediately needed is aid to maintain the status quo in

food and in the material necessary to keep the wheels

turnin; and people at work.

It will do little good to discuss the merits of a

recovery program for Europe if in the meantime political

and economic conditions have deteriorated to a point where

such a progr m could not possibly succeed. The problem

of overseas paymen$has become particularly acute in the

case of Austria, France and Italy. ~t is clear that the

people of these countries in the abse~ce of immediate- - -- -
assistance vrill, during the next few months, begin to

suffer from a lack of food and other necessities of life

and the ,hole economic 'and social life of the people

will be seriously affected. V.'ithin a short time these

countries will have exhausted all of the dollar resources

which they can muster to maintain the flow of essential

supplies.

Austria, whose economy is carrying the weight of a

military occupation of four powers', has been able to survive

in recent months largely through the assistance rendered to
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her under the U.S. foreign relief progr~m. These funds

will be exhausted shortly after the beginning of the

year. The dollar resources of France will permit her

to procure essential food and fuel from abroad only

until the end of December. Because of her rapidly

dwindling reserves, she took steps at the end of

August to reduce sharply the placement of contracts for

most other imports. Italy's financial situation is

even more serious than that of Austria or France.

~Last June the Italian Government took steps to eliminate

the purchase of most of the raw mate~ials and supplies

which she required for tLe operation of her economy.

The U. S. foreign relief prograrll has been able to provide

food and coal until the present time. Funds are

not in sight, however, beyond the first of December

to maintain the flow of these necessary commodities.

In order to meet this emergency, I reco~mend that

you give immediate and urgent consideration to a bill

authorizing the appropriation of sufficient funds to

provide the supplies necessary to permit the people of
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these countries to continue to eat, to work, and to- -
survive the winter. This is not a recovery program.-
It is designed to help provide the essentials of

existence to the people of these three countries.

To accomplish this purpose it is recoIDrlended

that the Congress authorize an appropriation of 597 million

dollars. Of this amount fustria needs 42 million,

France needs 328 million and Italy needs 227 million

dollars. These funds should be sufficient to meet

the situation until Karch 31, 1948, before which time

we hope that some decision may have been taken by the

Congress regarding a broad recovery program. In the

absence of a recovery program the problem of m2intaining

existing levels in Europe rapidly becomes more complex

after March 31. Additional countries will by that time

practically have exhausted their dollar resources,

and the cumulative effect of the uncertainties as to

the future and the continued low levels of production

2nd consumption will have serious conse~uences throughout

~l'..rope.

i
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The program of interim aid would be concentrated

largely on such items as food, fuel, fertilizer,

fibers, seeds and medical supplies. 1ith such resources

as they can make available, the countries should be

able thems~lves to procure other imports needed to

prevent economic deterioration. The program should

be sufficiently flexible to take account of such changes

in requirements and availabilities as may occur.

!interim aid should be riven to these countries

under agreement to make efficient use of the commodities

which we would supply. The bilateral agreements would

also require that the local currency eyuivalent of the

value of the corr~odities which we supply would be used

only for such purposes as 1;:e and the recipient country

mi~ht agree. They should also include a provision that

the receiving government make known to its people the

p~pose and so~ce of our supplies, and th2t it would

make available full information concerning their

distribution and use.
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~~e operation of a program of the type "hich is

proposed can be handled expeditiously by existing

agencies of the Government. The procedures and machinery

which are being used in the current relief program have

been set up in accordance with the rtelief Bill enacted

lest summer.

The urgency of the situation is so great that I- -
recon~end that no new agency be set up to handle this

interim program. ~he time required to organize such an

a ency, to hire personnel ane. establish new procedtU'es

would defeat its very purpose. Nbatever agency might

be created to administer the long term European

Becovery Program could: of course, ta <:"e over the

operation of interim aid as soon as it comes into

existence.

There is one further element with respect to interim

needs. ~t is my understanding that the Department of the

Army will be presenting certain additional requirements

for funds for occupied areas above the present appropriations
-.. -

available for this purpose during the current fiscal year.
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I am told that these will be on the general order of

500 million dollars, of ~hich sli~htly more than 300 millions

will be for additional reC;uirements in Western Germany.

I have endeavored to present in broad outline the

long range European Recovery Program and, in somevvhat

more detail, the Interim Aid Program. The proposals

will be presented in full to your respective Committees.

CONCLUSION

In considering them I lUlow you are a~are of t e

momentous importance to the vJorld of your decisions.

\ hile \ve are dealing at the moment with the drab though

vital facts of economic life, they carry with them

fa teful conseCluences.

The automatic success of the pro£ram cannot be

guaranteed. The imponderables are many. The risks are

real. They are, however, risks which have been carefully

calculated, and I believe the chances of success are good.

There is convincing evidence that the peoples of western

Europe want to preserve their free society and the

heritage we share ~ith them. To make that choice conclusive

they need our assistance. It is in the tmerican tradition
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to help. In helping them we will be helping ourselves--

because in the larger sense our national interests coincide

1ith those of a free and prosperous Europe.

, e must not fail to meet this inspiring challenge.

lie must ~t permit the free community of Europe to be

extinguished. Should this occur it would be a tragedy for

the world. It would impose incalculabl~ burdens upon

this cOQ~try and force serious readjustments in our

traditional way of life. One of our important freedoms-

freedom of choice in both domestic and foreign affairs would
J

be arastically curtailed.

~lhether we like it or not, we find ourselves, our

nation, in a world position of vast responsibility. e

can act for our own good by acting for the world's good.




